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UPD upgrades security near ATM Investigation

By Andrew Finkelman
Daily staff writer

Although the two recent attacks
on students in the vicinity of the
automated teller machines near the
Modular offices are totally unrelated, University Police have upgraded security in the area, according
to Police Chief Rick Abeyta.
The first incident occurred
Feb.12, when a student was cut
with a 10-inch hunting knife and
robbed while using the ATM. The
most recent attack on Feb. 16.
when two students were allegedly
assaulted by a group of men, hap-

pened in lot five which is adjacent
to the teller machines.
"There is absolutely no correlaLion between the two attacks," AbeyLa insisted, but he added that UPD
has stepped up patrol in the area.
"There is no reason for undue
concern or alarm," said UPD
spokesperson Richard Staley.
The Student Union has a lot of
late night activities that attracts a
large number of people, Staley said.
This means there is also going to be
more action when more people are
around. However, he added that
there is a "very thorough level of

security at campus functions."
-People must realize that this is
a big city," Staley said, "and they
should act accordingly."
Staley’s advice for using the
ATMs includes: going with a
friend when using the machines,
making sure the area is well lit,
and if a student sees anyone loitering around, leave or call the police,
As safety device, there is also a
blue light phone located across
from the teller machines, which is a
direct line to the police department.
One unidentified SJSU student
who uses the machines to with-

draw money during the evening
said he ha.s always felt safe.
"But with the recent attacks," he
added, "maybe I should be more
careful."
Five years ago SJSU rewired the
entire campus to accommodate
high intensity lights to light the
campus, but Staley said he was not
aware if the area in question is
being looked at for possible
improvement.
"Once again this is a major
metropolitan area, and there can’t be
a police officer on every comer, so
people should use common sense."

narrows fire
suspect list
Moulder Hall
investigation
focusing on
one student
By John Bessa
Daily staff writer

Four months after the Moulder Hall blaze, the University
Police Department has narrowed its list of suspects down
to four former students, and
"one in particular" who may
have lit the fire, UPD Sgt.
Bruce Lowe said.
None of the four suspects has
been arrested for the Oct. 19
fire, which UPD believes to be
arson. The fire injured more
than 20 people and caused
S300,000 in damage.
Neither the UPD’s report of
the investigation nor the names
of the suspects have been
released. The Spartan Daily
viewed a copy of the report but
declined to print the suspects’
names because they have not
been arrested.
All four suspects were third

floor Moulder Hall residents,
but have since been expelled
from SJSU and no longer live
in the residence halls, Lowe
said. Other university officals,
however, would not verify the
suspects’ status as students.

MOULDER HALL

After ne Ire
Before the fire broke out, the
suspects had been up all night
drinking beer and inhaling
nitrous oxide, according to the
report filed by UPD. The fire
started on a couch that had been
moved in front of room 315 on
Moulder’s third floor east wing.
The day following the fire,
the four suspects admitted to
moving the couch as a prank,
Lowe said, but denied igniting
the couch.
Three of the four suspects
agreed to a polygraph test, after
which they were dmmtx1 "non
deceptive" by the tester, the
report said
The one suspect who
declined to take the test is considered to be the instigator of
the events leading up to the fire.
See FIRE, back page

Forum aims to clarify
Israel’s role in Gulf War
By Lorrie Voigt
Daily staff were

Above: Junior aviation major Mark Hall, a Cadet fourth class,
carries the stars and stripes before other cadet members raise a
POW/MIA flag during a 24-hour candlelight vigil held Tuesday
and Wednesday. Right: Marcelo Valdez, a Cadet third class, lights
a candle that was placed around the flag pole by NlacQuarrie Hall.

Arnold Air Society
honors POWs,
MIAs with vigil
By Robert W. Scoble
Daly staff writer

In a somber ceremony, members of the Arnold Air Society
raised a flag and held a candlelight vigil Tuesday to commemorate prisoners of war and soldiers
missing in action.
The vigil was part of the
POW/MIA week that is being
honored this week.
The flag raising and candlelight vigil was held to remember
the prisoners of war for both past
world wars and the present gulf
war.
"We are remembering those
who served our country," said
Anthony Merza, commander and
SJSU student.
Two soldiers were posted
underneath the POW flag near
MacQuarrie Hall for 12 hours
starting Tuesday night. Each
pair stood guard at attention for
an hour while students walked
past.
The guards wore their blue

dress uniforms and stared straight
ahead as students tried to ask
them why they were there.
The guards kept their composure when two protesters held a
small sign in front of the guards.
The ceremony is held every
semester, said Colonel Robert E.
Reed. "It is important that these
people not be forgotten."
Arnold Air Society is a service
organization comprising of Air
Force ROTC cadets from local
universities, Merza said.
The society held a run Monday
morning while carrying a
POW/MIA flag and tied black
and yellow ribbons around the
perimeter of the Tower Hall.
The group also has a table set
up in front of the Student Union
they
will
offer
,vhere
POW/MIA shirts, bracelets and
information.
"What we are doing is just taking time out of our busy schedule
to remember the POW’s," Merza
said.

George Ortz

Daily staff photographer

Much of the information about
the war in the Persian Gulf has
centered on the interplay between
Iraq and the United States, with
some confusion arising in regards
to Israel’s participation in the conflict.
A number of perspectives were
voiced at a forum sponsored by the
Jewish Student Union Tuesday
night in an effort to dispel misconceptions and clarify facts about
Israel’s political involvement in
the Middle East conflict.
About 50 people gathered for
the event in the Loma Prieta Room
of the Student Union, where four
speakers explored the history of
Israel and the important role it
plays as an ally of the United
States in the Gulf War. Also discussed was the fate of Kuwaitis
and other minorities under Iraqi
rule.

SJSU REACTION
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GULF
Israel would like to be part of
the Middle East coalition to fight
against Iraq. but because of the
possible ramifications of losing
Palestinian support from the coalition, a low profile needs to be
maintained, according to Lea Stist.
the San Francisco Israeli Consulate.
Stist pointed out that Israel is
the only democratic state in the
Middle East, which is a strong reason for U.S. support. However.
simply ending the war in Kuwait is
not going to result in an end to all
the conflicts in that area.
"From the Israeli perspective,
Saddam Hussein is not the root of
See FORUM, page 3

Committee against the War
voices hatred for U.S. policy
By Robert Drueckhammer
Special io tie Daily

George Bush’s New World
Order. currently being tested in the
Persian Gulf. may not have much
of a future if the Ad Hoc Committee Against the War has its way.
according to committee members.
The group, which said it feels
that the new order is nothing more
SJSU REACTION
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GULF
than "a modern Anglo-Saxon form
of Roman imperium." expressed
its hatred towards current U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf region during a lecture held in the Student

Union on Tuesday.
Six SJSU students, along with
David Kilber, the featured speaker
from the committee, spoke for
over two hours on the war with
Iraq and how the United States did
not act correctly in responding to
the situation.
Kilber, who claims to be an
expert on Middle East issues, said
that the region has "had enough"
of
the
western
world.
"We are looking at puppet regimes
that have been put in power by
Britain after World War II. These
regimes arc supported by the United States, even though there is no
liberation for these countries possible," Kilber said.
Kilber added that Iraq had every
right to invade Kuwait last August,
See STOP, page 3
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REPORTER’S FORUM
BROOKE SHELBY BIGGS

Avoid educational suicide
claws of the future 20
The
percent budget cuts are
beginning to dig in with
sharpening clarity.
Along with an increase in
registration fees that has left
many students discontented, the
university will inevitably have to
tighten its pocketbook in faculty
circles as well.
Cutbacks in faculty pay and a
reduced number of teaching
positions are two very possible
outcomes, but administrators
cannot close their eyes and
blindly slash at teachers’ salaries
to rectify the budgetary crisis
Gov. Pete Wilson has handed us.
Such an option would pose a
grave threat to our university’s
ability to provide quality
education.
By reducing faculty and staff
wages, the university would be, in
effect, saying that teaching is of
little value.
Morale among instructors
would plummet, and those with
the finest scholastic backgrounds
and extensive experience in the
field might be lured away to other
universities who pay more.
Well -qualified instructors
bring to a university challenging

and enlightening courses; poor
pay will see such enthusiasm and
intellect conspicuously absent
from our classrooms.
And in a society where the
merit of a person’s work is often
defined by the size of his
paycheck, it would come as no
surprise to see less individuals
entering the teaching profession.
No one wants to put excessive
amounts of time and dedication
into a job, only to see such efforts
go by unappreciated.
there are a few people
True,
who will pursue a career
in education despite the
financial constraints,
simply for the gratifying
interaction that can be found
working with enthusiastic
students. Those teachers are the
minority.
The quality of our education is
directly related to our professors,
not our administrators.
The university must recognize
that excellent instructors are an
invaluable asset to our university,
and they should be placed at the
top of President Gail Fullerton’s
list of priorities in the ensuing
months.

Corrections and amplifications
In the Feb. 27 edition of the Spartan
Daily, the article "Candidates gear up for
upcoming March elections" should have
said that election applications for
Associated Students office are due
Thursday. Feb. 28 at 3:30 in the
Engineering Auditorium Room 189. Also,
the only topic to be discussed that day are
campaign policies. In addition, candidates

will take their platforms in a forum on
March 6 in the Student Union.
In the Feb. 22 article, "A.S. allots $3,000
to recycling fund," the article should have
stated that SAFER. has recycled 27 tons
of white paper, and 75 tons of total paper.
Please submit all corrections to Angus
Klein, executive editor, or Anthony
Cataldo, forum editor, in WLN Rm. 104.

,

Praising war heroes
contradict our ideals

Since the war began, we’ve heard the
protesters, prophets and philosophers try
to make distinctions between supporting
Bush’s policy and supporting the troops.
Some say there’s a definite difference,
others say not.
I assumed that my position of supporting
(read: fearing for) the troops while
remaining ambivalent toward, but for the
most part against, the allied offensive was
a reasonable and logical one.
Of course, it’s always easy to be
comfortable in a conviction if you don’t
examine it too closely.
My rationale was simple, and straight
from the mouths of military flacks. Yes,
these men and women in the Persian Gulf
are volunteers who knew that war was a
part of the job description. They
volunteered out of a deep-seated love for
their country and what it stands for. And
even while some of the soldiers in the
desert might otherwise be morally
opposed to the war, they continue to fight
out of a sense of duty.
Even our own Associated Students
President Arneze Washington, who is
waiting for orders to ship out from Travis
Air Force base, said that he was not
enthusiastic about going but would stand
by his military vow not to question the
will of the his commander-in -chief.
I have to admire the ideal of discipline
the military fosters in its people. Old-style
discipline has gone the way of table
manners in our modern world, and left
behind a little more ugliness and chaos in
its wake.
But there’s a difference in the breed of
discipline that encourages responsibility
and propriety and the kind that prescribes
morality.
The sense of duty so celebrated by the
military discourages individuals from
examining their own values and coming
to conclusions about foreign policy.
As a member of the U.S. military, your

values are Uncle Sam’s. Simple as that.
I believe in the Constitution profoundly.
And it troubles me that sentiment is being
represented by hordes of roving robots in
the desert.
Adopting a sense of duty out of
obligation, and adopting a morality out of
that sense of duty is completely contrary
to the wills of our founding fathers.
The men who drafted our Constitution
experienced first-hand in England the
effect of enforcing a set of values on a

people, and strove to encourage individual
thinking in the new world. The military is
making a mockery of those most basic
intentions.
I don’t wish the men and women in the
gulf harm for buying into the military
line, but I no longer can justify their
actions just because they are doing their
jobs. I cannot watch the images of piles of
dead Iraqi civilians killed by a bomb
dropped by some pilot Jill Smith of
Poughkeepsie and absolve her.
Those soldiers will not be heroes to me
when they come home, and I won’t
consider them traitors, either. I will
simply see them as pitiful dupes of a
misdirected government that has lost sight
of the ideals upon which our country was
founded.
And because I love my country and
those ideals. I will try my best to learn
from their mistakes.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

WHEN THE STORM ciAARS
Rant Dominguez
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SJSU not absent of leader
Editor.
It appears necessary that I respond to
Kevin Weil’s article "A.S. President flees
educational war"(Wednesday. Feb. 20).
It is true that Arneze Washington has
been called into active service, and it is
also true that he has decided to retain his
title of President of the Associated
Students. The opinion stated about the
budget crunch and the need for Arneze
to answer his call to duty is
representative of the opinions of many

students I have spoken to.
The point which encouraged me to
respond is when Kevin stated "SJSU
students appear to be without a leader."
The Associated Students have made
allowances if a situation arises where the
President is unable to fulfill the duties,
for whatever reason, the Vice -President
will then assume duties. When The
California State Students Association
conference went on last weekend, it was
true that AMCle would not be there, but I
was to be there to represent the students
and "take a stand."

It has been pointed out on several
occasions that I am not Amen, and I do
not pretend to be. I am a different, but no
less capable, leader and the students of
SJSU have been very supportive of me
and those I have spoken with are as
confident of my abilities to act as
president of the A.S. as I am. SJSU is not
without a leader, we are simply without
Amen Washington.
Kristi Nowak
A.S. Vice President
Acting President

Grammar admonishment
Editor,
Who proofreads your articles before
they’re printed? I think you’d better hire
someone else. I found numerous errors
in the Tuesday. Feb. 19 edition.
I assume the writers for the Spartan
Daily are all college students, so why do
some of them (Elaine Meitzler in
particular) not know the difference
between plural and possessive?
And who, in this day and age, spells
AIDS "AlDs."? Wake up! By the way,

"velure" is spelled "velour."
I also noticed some mistakes in Piney
Correos’s article on water conservation.
I, as I’m sure other people who read the
Daily, would appreciate correctness
rather than confusion. I would like to
read the paper without having to figure
out what the wnter is really trying to say.
Please educate your staff.
Amy Kwalick
Senior
English

PERSPECTIVE
Do you think that spring break should be disassociated with Easter?
Elyse
Hochstadt

It wouldn’t make any difference to
me. I don’t know if it would to the
other students or not, but as far as
I’m concerned it wouldn’t matter one
way or the other.

Art
Graduate
student
24

Magery
Epperson

It would bother me because I’m
from Southern California and that’s
the time my family gets together. I’m
from a big familyI’ve got five
older brothers. It’s very seldom that
we get together and Easter is one of
those times.

Matt
Alario

The only thing that matters to me is
that it breaks up the semester. It’s a
nice break in between the semester
before finals.

English
Senior
66

Advertising
Senior
23

Beverly
Chang
Public
Relations
Senior
23
It would (be an inconvenience). A
lot of my friends go to state schools
and we like to get together and do
things on spring break. I don’t think
you would have to be that extreme to
say separation of church and state.

I’m entirely neutral on that point. It
is of course important to those who
hold religious opinions and I suppose
they should be heard. May the best
interest win, after all it’s a
democratic situation.

Dr. R.G.
Tan sey
Art History
professor
(retired)
71
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Lecture exposes realities of date rape
By Carolyn Swaggart
Daily staff writer
One in four women attending
college will be raped before they
graduate, according to date rape
counselors.
A survey, conducted at UCLA,
asked questions regarding whether
it was permissible to force a
woman to have sex against her
will under different conditions.
In one question, asking if rape
was excusable if the man had
spent a lot of money on the date,
only 12 percent of the women
said that it was, while 40 percent
of the men agreed it was totally
justified.
Another asked if it was justified
if the man was "so turned on he
can’t stop," 30 percent of the
women thought so, and 39 percent
of the men agreed.
When the survey asked if rape
was okay if the woman had slept
with other men, 18 percent of the
women agreed, while 40 percent
of the men believed it was alright.
The formal lounge of Washburn
Hall was filled Tuesday evening as
about 40 SJSU students came to

’Women are taught
that they’re supposed
to be nice.’
Darcy Walker,
date rape crisis advocate counselor from the YMCA

hear about this sensitive issue. The
date rape meeting was held in conjunction with Rape Awareness
Week.
Darcy Walker, a date rape crisis
advocate counselor from the
YMCA, came to educate the students about the problem of date
rape which has been especially

FORUM
From page!
the problem. Saddam Hussein is
just a symptom of undemocratic
power (among Arab nations),"
Stist said.
Some people may see an international peace conference as being
a quick fix for all the unrest in the
Middle East, she said, but Israel
would probably never agree to
such a meeting for fear of being
ganged up on by several Arab
nations.
"Any disengagement by Israel
would be viewed as disastrous,"
Stist said, so the risks of such a
conference outweighs the possible
gains.
Israel has time and again offered
to settle existing differences, but
they have yet to witness a willingness among the Arabs to approach
the issue in a one-on-one situation,
Stist said. "Israel has repeatedly

STOP
Frompage I
and stated that the citizens of
Kuwait might even have a better
control.
Iraqi
under
life
"If it were up to the people of
Kuwait. I think that a lot of people
would have supported the new government. The United States never
gave any thought to what the people
wanted. They only cared about
what the royal family of Kuwait
wanted." he said.
Kilber added that Iraq may not be
the last target of U.S. imperialism.
A flyer distributed by the committee before the lecture said that "A
Mid -East conflict was foreseeable .
. . before the invasion of Kuwait,

YesterDaily

Business accounting major Craig Tattonghari and Theresa Luna,
a nursing major, listen to a discusion on date rape Tuesday.
er, one person is starting to feel a
visible on college campuses.
A full-time student at SJSU little uncomfortable and threatened
majoring in Psychology, Walker by the close intimacy, while the
used various statistics to open her other one begins to feel rejected
lecture. She explained that one of and angry.
"This is where things start to go
the reasons for the startling statistics may be because of socializa- wrong," noted Walker.
Walker explained that victims of
tion. The roles people have
learned, explained Walker, don’t date rape she had spoken to often
allow males and females to com- felt that it was their fault and were
reluctant to report it.
municate very well.
"They don’t know what exactly
"Women are taught that they’re
went wrong, they don’t know why
supposed to be nice," Walker said.
She illustrated on a chalkboard it happened," she said.
Many people’s perception of a
different stages of a date rape.
During the first stage, she rapist is someone who hides in the
explained, both of the people are a bushes to attack, Walker said, and
little nervous and uncertain. In the "you don’t think some person who
second and third stages, they begin takes you out to a $50 dinner and
to get a little more intimate by dancing is a rapist."
Walker also mentioned the issue
kissing.
By the fourth stage, noted Walk- of homosexual date rape, saying
extended her hands to negotiate
with Arab nations who want
peace."
Junior Rachelle Gold. a member
of the Jewish Student, said it is
important for people to understand
Israel’s role in the Middle East
because of its democratic ties the
U.S. government.
"The United States can relate to
Israel better because they’re westernized," Gold said, "Israel is like
a mediator between the East and
West, because they know both
about Arabs and western society."
Dr. Glenn Earley of the National
Conference for Christians and
Jews examined four myths that
exist concerning the hostile relationship between Arabs and Jews:
Palestinian land consists only
of that named as Israel.
Israel is unwilling to compromise in political circles.
The only refugees are Palestinians
Arab terrorism is equal in
scope to Jewish terrorism.

Earley reminded the audience
that the geographical borders of
Palestine include Jordan and the
West Bank, as well as Israel. As
for the belief that Israel has not
been willing to moderate a position
with the Palestinians. Earley contended that although Israel has
shown resistance in the past to
negotiating with the Palestinians,
that is no longer the case. Stist
agreed with Earley.
Earley went on to argue against
the belief that Palestinians were
the only group to suffer from
exile.
"People often have the impression that the only refugees are
Palestinians, not remembering that
roughly some 600,000 Jews were
dramatically driven out of Arab
countries," he said.
And while Earley agreed that
terrorism has been employed by
the Jews as well as the Palestinians, he contended that the Palestinian Liberation Organization has
performed more blatantly violent

acts than Israelis.
A lecture by Marketing Professor J. Daniel Khazzoom turned the
discussion to the violence being
waged on Kuwaitis and westerners by Iraq, and likened the terror
to that he experienced as a Jess
growing up in Iraq.
"Iraq would beat people in the
streets, load them into big trucks,
take them to their houses and execute them in front of their families," he said. "We dreaded the
nights for what they might bring,
and were afraid to go out into the
streets during the day for fear of
being recognized."
Looking at the current situation
in the Persian Gulf, Khazzoom
voiced hopeful thoughts of a
peaceful ending.
"We should not discount the
possibility that the Iraqis could
come to their senses and decide to
stop living this way." he said.
"It depends on us and the active
role we can play in order to help
Iraq become democratic."

because such a conflict was clearly
being provoked by both London
and Washington.
According to the committee, the
New World Order is "already
falling apart... The U.S. economy
is in the deepest depression since
the 1930s, and depressions breed
war. The New World Order is not
worth dying for. Stopping it may

would affect the people of the two place anywhere in the world."
Oskovi said.
countries.
Kilber added that the protest
Mona Alkayyali, a SJSU student
who attended the meeting, said that against the action will not end with
she agreed with Kilbcr’s principles. the lecture at SJSU. He noted that
"There is a growing unity of the Ad Hoc Committee is schedulMuslims right now. We want to ing a conference on March 3 at the
have the problem solved by know- German Club on North Second
ing what Arab opinion is. not what Street to further discuss the issue.
the U.S. opinion is. I want to know
how the Middle East region per
ccives this war," Alkayyali said.
Barbara Oskovi, another studciii
who attended the lecture, agreeI
with Alkayyali.
"I really think that the situation
could have been solved by the Arab
nations. The main issue is not thai
Iraq invaded Kuwait. The main
issue is that the United States feek
It can stop any action from taking

Jeanette Glicksman Daily staff photographer

During his lecture. Kilber added
his support to those statements. He
said that his current opinions were
not just based on the invasion of
Kuwait by Iraq, but that Iraq had a
clear right to invade Kuwait. He
added that Britain had "illegally"
separated the two countries after
World War II, without giving
thought as to how the separation

RAPE : Expect the Unexpected...

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

that there were not as many statistics on it as heterosexual rape.
"Forcing yourself on somebody
is forcing yourself on somebody,
and this isn’t something that can
only happen to women..." Walker
explained.
The key to prevent date rape.
Walker said, is communication. It
is talking to each other about each
person’s expectations on the date
that can "alleviate a lot of the
chances for that to happen."
Drugs and alcohol can play a
large pan in date rape, said Walker.
People can forget themselves when
they are intoxicated or on drugs,
and can become unaware of what
is happening in their surroundings.
"Keeping your senses about you is
a good idea," said Walker
There are three warning signs
that indicate a person is likely to
commit a rape, said Walker. The
first is being very rude or abrupt
and abusive to the other person.
The second is being excessively
possessive of the other person, and
the third is a tendency to change
plans suddenly.
Another way to avoid date rape
is to become assertive when you
feel uncomfortable with the situation. In most cases, said Walker,
the other person will stop. If a
woman is walking on the street,
she should avoid looking down at
the ground, as it is a sign to rapists
that the person is afraid or intimidated.
Often times a rapist doesn’t
need a weapon to threaten the victim. "The best thing you can do,"
Walker noted, "is not be paralyzed
by your fear."
Run your fear into anger, and
act out against this person," Walker continued. "They are violating
your space, they have no right to
touch you or come up to you .. .
get mad at them."

Possible chance of rain,
continued cloudy skies,
high of around 58
degrees.

Two female SJSU students were
verbally and physically attacked on
Fnday night near the Job Corps by a
female juvenile who was later
arrested and booked by the UPD.

Friday’s forecast
Partly cloudy skies,
high temperatures
should remain near 60
degrees.
National Weather
Service

KSJS, located at 90? .7 on the FM
dial, won Station of the Year by the
National Association of College
Broadcasters, announced this week.
The Interfratemity? Council voted
overwhelmingly on Monday in
favor of expanding its membership.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a.m. The Daily’s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event.
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
TODAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION. Purim party.
come in costume 700 pm.call 971-1768
for location and information
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS: Candidate
orientation-meeting and deadline for applications, 3.30 pm,Engineer Auditonum, call
924-5946
ROTARACT: General meeting. 700 pm
SJSU International Center call 294-5457
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Lent
Event-soup supper and lecture by Ken
Kramer 6 00 p m Campus Christian Center call 298-0204
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study-gospel of

Mark, noon, S.U.-Montalvo Room, call 2980204
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT: Speaker; Peter
Barnes -Auburn University Topic Semiconductor Injection Lasers, 130 p m .Science
Building room 251. call 924-5244
CALMECA PROJECT: General Meeting,
6:00 p.m.. Multicultural Center, call 2251297
RADICAL REALITYCHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible study and
prayer, noon, Spartan Memorial Chapel. call
(415) 961-5781
SJSU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS: Speaker
Ray Morton on the Persian Gull War, noon
S.0 -Guadalupe Room. call 292-3060
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Videotaped practice interviews. 12:30 p m
Instructional Resource Center call 9246033
ASIAN RECRUITMENT DAY ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE: General Meeting, 500 pm.
WC 259 call 924-2518
PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM.
Rape awareness week media watch. 10 30
am SU -Costanoan Room call 924-5945
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Weekly meeting 1 30 pm SU -Guadalupe
Room. call 241-0850 or 288-7559

San Jose State University

CAMPUS MINISTRY
Catholic Newman Community. Fr. Mari( Neary
Sr Judy Ryan
Lutheran Campus Ministry - Rev Norb Firnhaber
United Campus Christian Ministry (UCCM) - Rev Penny Mann
Invites you to
SUNDAY WORSHIP
-Lutheran Service 10 00 a m.
-Catholic Mass
6 00 pm.
8 00 p m (St Joseph’s Cathedral)
-Daily Mass (LENT) Noon
AGAPE COMMUNITY
-Tuesday, February 26 530 p m.
-Tuesday. March 12 5.30 p m.

BIBLE STUDY
- Noon Thursdays. Student Union, Montalvo Room
PILGRIMAGE RETREAT
- March 810

LENT EVENTS
- Thursdays, 6.00 pm

COUNSELING
300 South 10th Street
(at the corner of 10th
arid San Carlos)
(408) 298--0204

.t

, RUNNING
FOR OFFICE?
L)c)ra’t be caught oft’ g-zzczry-1!

1euerllos
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S.J.S.1..J. Rape Awareness Week 1991

10:30-11:30 a.m.

Fri. Mar 1
Fest
i
9-11 am.
Rape and Marriage - The Rid eout Case

Anne Simonton, presenter of Media

A fact -based T.V.Drama
Pacheco room, S.U.

1-4 p.m.

11-1p.m.
Rapt of LoyeL’ainour

Thur., Feb 28
Media Watch

Watch Program and consultant.
Costanoan room, S.U.

Self Presevation Self Defense

Bruce Lowe, SI.LJ Police Dept.
Crime Prevention nit, Bring sweats
and learn basic self-defense!
Costanoan room, S.U.

A French woman’s quest to come to
terms with her tragic experience.
Almaden room, S. U.

Supported by Division for Student Affairs, Prevention Education Program, Campus
Advocates Against Sexual Assault, Prevention Education Program -Student Educators,
Y.W.C.A., University Police Dept., Health Services, Housing Services, Block Buster Video

4L DEFECTIVE

Associated Students Elections
Candidate Orientation Meeting
Thursday, Feb. 28th at 3:30 PM
Engineering Auditorium
DEADLINE: All candidate applications
must be turned in at the Orientation Meeting.
FOR MORE INFO. CALL
924-6240
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Six grabbing a lot of attention as SJSU graduate swimmer

9

Left SJSI.I’s swim team member Heckle Six practiced the butterfly stroke during an endurance
workout last week. Six is a masters graduate canditate who joined the team after a friend talked her in
to trying out last year. Below: Six takes a rest during practice before her next swim.

Photos by Ken Wong

By Andrew Finkleman
Daily staff writer
Beckie Six can’t understand all
the attention she is receiving lately, and neither can her teammates.
This is the second interview the
22-year-old SJSU swimmer has
done in a week, and when a photagrapher came out to the pool recently, Six’s teamates wanted to
know what she had done.
"I didn’t do anything," she told
them.
Six is partially correct. She has
been on the swim team for less
than two years. She holds no records, nor has she won any medals.
Some might think that the threeinch smile-shaped scar that underlines Six’s left knee cap, is a reason to be impressed with her swimming. Or maybe the fact that part
of a drill bit broke off during an
operation, and now lies embedded
in one of her bones, may cause
some to pause and admire her
achievement.
But Six’s story is a bit different
than any other college swimmer
because she never wanted to be a
swimmer. She never swam competitively during high school, and
never thought of trying out for the
swim team until her senior year at

SJSU; and that is the reason people
want to talk to Beckie Six.
The administration of justice
masters candidate’s story -actually
begins as a freshman in 1987 while
out on the ski slope when she first
injured her knee. Two years later,
after what seems to be major reconstructive surgery, Six was back
out on the slopes. The brace she
was wearing did not protect her
enough, and the subsequent injury
permanently took her off the hills.
Six talks about her operations
the same way someone might discuss changing a tire, no big deal,
just something that had to be done.
She had been a lifeguard at the
SJSU swimming pool since her junior year and, when her doctor
suggested swimming for rehabilitation, the pool became more than
just a job.
Six lost her father to a heart attack when he was fairly young.
She credits this for the concern she
has for her health. So along with
using the pool as a knee rehabilitation program, she also began to use
it as a full body workout.
Her friend from their sorority
Alpha Phi, started helping Six improve on her swimming techniques. She had never done a flip
turn and had never worn goggles or
a cap. And althbugh she was just

swimming to workout, "Another
person from the pool staff was trying out for the swim team and I
thought if she could do it so could
I."
"I shocked myself," Six said in
reference to her first year. She was
voted most improved swimmer.
and won a Simpson-Silva Scholarship that was set up in memory
of the two officers that were killed
in the line of duty. The award was
given to criminal justice majors
who were also athletes.
"I didn’t know what a prestigeous thing it was," she said. The
Mayor, the Chief of Police and the
family of the slain officers were
there to see Six get the award.
Six describes her swimming career as just another college experience, along with Alphi Phi., and
her stint as a member of the Associated Students for a year.
"It’s great," Six said in reference to the experience. "There is
not a lot of pressure on me because
of my limited experience. My
main goal is to better my times, so
I don’t really get upset if people
beat me."
Six doesn’t regret not having
swam competively in her past because she doesn’t think she would
be having as much fun as she is
now. Her basic philosophy is "if

Sam Piraro said the keys to a successful
season would be getting career years out of
seniors Steve Anderson and Ken Henderson
and playing mistake-free baseball.
So far, those keys haven’t unlocked
anything but a slew of subpar performances
as dreadful as Pandora’s Box.
Anderson, a fourth-year senior and cocaptain, has a .245 batting average with 11
runs scored in 12 games. Not had fir a
typical shortstop. But Piraro projected him
Asteady rain Wednesday caused the as the leadoff hitter, stating that he would
game against top-ranked Stanford to
have to bat .280 to .300 for the team to
get postponed until May 1, when the
succeed.
skies will hopefully be clear and blue.
Although he started the first 12 games
But the dark clouds that accompany
batting first and playing short,
SJSU’s 5-9 start may linger past May and
Anderson has not played at all in the
the entire season can’t be postponed because last two games, which may mean Piraro has
Steve Anderson isn’t meeting expectations, reconsidered his initial evaluation of
or because the bullpen holds a lead like a
Anderson’s role. In the last few games he
strainer holds water.
has tried leading off the order with both
Jason Bugg and Mark O’Brien and started
Before the season hcean. head coach

SJSU under
the weather

Dan Smith at short.
When asked why he benched
Anderson for the first time last weekend,
Piraro said "Steve’s pressing right
now . . . sometimes nothing helps a player
more than sitting and watching."
If that’s the case, then maybe Ken
Henderson would benifit from some pinetime. Piraro said he was the other person
who had to have a big year, and despite
playing in all 14 games he’s struggling at
.196. Oddly enough. he’s the only
outfielder who has remained anchored to
his position (right field).
Last Saturday against Northridge, no
less than four people played center. Piraro
said he would continue to experiment until
conference play begins on March 28, but
I’m sure he didn’t plan on Anderson and
Henderson figuring into his current
problems.
When it became evident that Rob

Basketball team in stretch of the season
By Jim Johnson
Daily staff writer
It’s run-and-gun time for the
SJSU men’s basketball team. Or is
it?
The Spartans (7-18 overall)
travel to UC-Irvine to take on the
Big West Conference cellardweller Anteaters (9-19 overall)
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Irvine is notorious for a "chuck
and duck" style of play. The Anteaters are second in the conference
in scoring, with an 83.5 points per
game average, and last in the conference in points allowed. at 91.8
per game.
In the first meeting between the
two teams this season. UCI ripped
through the Spartans for a 97-88
victory at the Event Center on Feb.
4.
So the Spartans can expect another wild, high-scoring game.
right?
Not if SJSU coach Stan Morrison has anything to say about it.
"We’re not going to play at
their tempo," Morrison said. "We
want to establish our own. It’s difficult because of the way they
’play. They are a very free shooting
team. In practice we’ve focused on
:the transition game and attacking
thr. pressure defense. Everybody
has to be aggressive all the time.
They play a very fast tempo."
So much time has elapsed between games that neither team can
be entirely sure what to expect.
Both teams have changed considerably.
We haven’t seen them since
the second (conference) game of
the year. They’ve changed a lot
and we have too. They’ve got
(freshman center Mike) Brotherton

now, who got 24 (points against
New Mexico State). He played
sparingly, if at all, against us,"
said Anteaters coach Bill Mulligan.
Countering the Spartans’ inside
game for UCI will be 6-foot-7 seniors Ricky Butler and Jeff Herdman who lead the Anteaters in
scoring with identical 17.8 averages. Butler. a center, also leads
the team in rebounding with 8.4
boards a game. and Herdman, a
forward. adds 7.4 rebounds per
contest.
Morrison said, "We don’t
match up that well against them.
They have a lot of quickness with
their big people. Our big people
aren’t that quick.
"We’ll depend on our guard
play We’re looking for Terry Cannon and Charles Terrell to come
back strong from subpar games."

Cannon had a string of four consecutive games in double figure
scoring with a two-point effort
against New Mexico State on Saturday. Terrell got into early foul
trouble against the Aggies and only
played 19 minutes, scoring three
points and recording three assists.
For the first time this season. the
Spartans play a team below them
in the conference standings. SJSU
is ninth in the Big West with a 5- I I
record, and the Anteaters are last at
4- I 2.
"Our chances of making the
playoffs are very remote," Mulligan said. "We’re playing for
pride. We’re playing OK. We beat
Fullerton (State) at Fullerton. Only
one other team has done that all
year long. We had a substitute
come in against Fullerton and
score 21 points in 17 minutes.

Morrison puts Cal A.D. rumors
to rest; will remain at SJSU
By Jim Johnson
Daily staff writer
Saturday night’s last home
game of the 1990-91 Spartan
men’s basketball season will not
he Stan Morrisons final hurrah
at the Event Center. according
to the second-year head coach.
Reacting to questions put to
him after SJSU’s 73-67 loss to
New Mexico State about rumors
that he had been offered a position as Athletic Director at Cal,
Morrison said tongue in cheek,
"I accepted the job at noon this

it’s not fun, don’t torture yourself."
Six is a rookie in the water, and
the oldest on the team. But the
combination has not caused any
problem.
"I respect them (the other teammates) so much for what they
know. And they respect me because I’m old," she said with a
laugh.
But coach Vaune Kadlubek
thinks that Six’s higher maturity
level allows her to have a greater
leadership role.
"She is very goal oriented and
successful," Kadlubek said. Six’s
ability to go to graduate school,
work, and compete in collegiate
athletics shows what kind of positive attitude she has, the secondyear swim coach said.
This is first time Six has experienced any sort of a team, and the
smile that comes across her face
when she talks of the team and the
coach, is proof of her enjoyment.
"Vaune (Kadlubek) is such a positive coach," she beamed. "In a
couple of years, this team will
have to be reckond with."
And although she can’t wait to
Six has no plans to continue any
see where the team goes from here. sort of swimming after this year,
Six’s swimming career will finish but she does want to keep in touch
at the end of this year because of with the team.
eligibility.
"Maybe I’ll be able to give

afternoon. I just love pushing
papers around on a desk."
When asked if the New Mexico State game would be his
last, Morrison replied more seriously, "No. This is not my
last game here. Ni) one from Cal
has contacted me. I’m committed to this program."
Morrison, 51, was the ath
letic director at UC-Santa Barbara from July. 1986 until he
accepted the SJSU head coach
ing job in April of 1989.

Andrakin. last year’s team leader with a
2.55 ERA would be lost indefinitely to
injury. SJSU knew its pitching staff would
suffer. But I’m sure it didn’t expect the
disappointing performances that the
pitchers. on the whole, have given.
a group, the staff has a 4.14 ERAAsnot good. but not horrible either.
Take away ace Mark Ringkamp and
his numbers (3-1. 1.08 ERA). though. and it
has a collective record of 2-8 and an Atlanta
Brave-like ERA of 4.93. The bullpen has
consistently blown leads all season, which
bodes ill for SJSU should the trend
continue.
When Piram said his team needed to
play mistake-free baseball, he might have
been indicating that this year’s team isn’t
good enough to make errors and still have a
chance in the competitive Big West.
So far, mistake-free is not a good way
to describe the Spartans’ defense, although

Men’s Basketball’s
Top 25

them some money sometime." she
said with a grin.
And with Six’s past success
rate, she may be able to give an
awful lot.

Piraro insists that they are playing well. At
shortstop. Anderson has five errors and his
backup Dan Smith has four in the team’s 14
games. O’Brien has five emirs:Ls well,
adding to an infield that has on occasion
prolonged the pitchers’ time on the hill.
Before you write this team off simply
because Anderson. Henderson. the defense
and the pitching staff have played below
Piraro’s expectations, you should know
something. The Spartans’ real strength is
character. "One thing that I know for sure."
said Piraro. "is that we’ve got plenty of
character."
Sometimes having character can make
a mediocre team play at a higher level.
which SJSU will have to do this year. And if
the first 14 games are any indication, the
Spartans will invest their hearts and souls in
every game they play.
J111 k Trattecrr is a Spartan Dails staff
writer.

A’s pitchers battle for starting spot

SCOTTSDALE. Arit. (AP) --The full squad is scheduled to
C ompetition is keen for the fourth work out together for the first time
Al.sociated Press
The Ti Twenty Fwe yams, toe Awarded Press and fifth starting pitching spots for Wednesday.
Four-time 20-game winner Dave
1990.91 college basketball poll osth forst-place wites the Athletics, three -time defending
oareveneses wads amyl Feb 24 fotal ports American League champions.
Stewart. 27 -game winner and Cy
based on 25 points for a kb Mace vole Amp one
Pitching Coach Dave Duncan Young Award recipient Bob
pont kirs251ipiecie vote andisa seessrateings
got the first glimpse ot the pitching Welch and Mike Moore are all but
Reon’r Pts Pea
hopefuls Sunday when 36 players, assured starting spots.
Plexel eakilaPes.
Tome
including 21 pitchers and eight
That leaves Eric Show, Curt
25-0 1,575
1. UNLVI63)
catchers, did their first spring Young. Todd Burns and Reggie
24-1 1,503 2
2 Ohio St
workout at the Scottsdale Commu- Harris competing for two open
3. Arkansas
27-2 1,455 3
nity College
job%
21-4 1.346 6
4. North Carolina
23-4 1277 4
5. Indiana
24-4 1,269
&Syracuse
7. Arizona
22-5 1.198 9
23-6 1.108 7
e Duke
25-2 1,042 10
9. Utah
20-5 1.012
10. Kansas
. New Mex St.
21-3 en 15
12 Oklahoma St
20-5 772 16
20-6 767 12
13. Kentucky
14 Southern Miss
20-4 706 11
In joining, your membership can help get you
23-5 664 14
15 Nebraska
involved with community service and have an
16 UCLA
20-7 637 17
17 St. John’s
19-6 630 18
ongoing, bonding network with SJSU peers.
19-7 599 19
18 LSU
24-4 472 13
19 E Tenn SI
professors and alumni.
18-7 358 24
20 Seton Hall
21 Princeton
20-2 317 23
19-9 18622
22 Pittsburgh
We invite all 1991-92 Seniors with high
18-7 158 21
23. Mi$sissippi St.
1741 129 24 Alabama
leadership potential and a 3.0 cumulative G.P.A
25 Virginia
19-9
105 20
Other receiving votes N Carolina St
84 Texas 84 Georgetown 48 Georgia
Tech 48. Illinois 43 N Illinois 16 New
Black Masque is an honor society whose
Orleans 14, New Mexico 13. Foroham
members are chosen on the basis of scholarship
10. Michigan St 6. Furman 5 Iowa 5
Ball St 4, DePaul 3 Arkansas SI 2
and leadership on campus and in the community.
Brigham Young 2. Cincinnati 2 E
Michigan 2 Pepperdine 2. Wake Forest
2.1-louslon 1 Southern Cal 1
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Spartan tennis team drained by meet
burg 6-1, 6-2. Lyn Cadigal lost
6-4, 6-0 to No.4 seed Christie
Cannon and Leslie Ruiz bowed
to Kathy Loyd 6-0, 6-2.
"This was a disappointing
loss because we knew it was
going to be close and we definitely had a chance to win every
match." Spartan Coach Bill
Cole said. "Long Beach has all
former junior-ranked players
and we only have a couple. We
try to make up for that in hard
work, yet they are a lot more
skilled than we are."
Long Beach dominated the
doubles matches as well, taking
all three in straight sets. The
tandem of Davis-Villi downed
No. 1 seed for Cadigal and
Williams 6-2, 6-1, Yoo and
Saulsburg beat No. 2 seed Lyn
Cadigal and Ruiz 6-2, 6-3 and
No. 3 seed Shannon Pacher and
Cannon defeated Marie Capuyan and Cornelius 6-4, 6-4.
We were focused today,
and didn’t try to rush things,
said 49er assistant coach Jay Samante. "All around we showed
patience and played our tennis
for as long as we had to."
Next up for the Spartan women’s tennis team is a match
today at Santa Clara and then
the team travels to Los Angeles
for a Saturday match with
Loyola Marymount and a Sunday contest in Fullerton.

By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer

Chip Loven Daily staff

Long Beach State met the
Spartan women’s tennis team at
the South Campus courts Tuesday and came away with a 9-0
sweep. The Spartans were never
allowed to get into their own
game plan as the 49ers dominated each set.
Spartan
Tisha
Hiraishi’s
inspired play in the No. 5 seed
against Michelle Velli gave
SJSU hope for a tally on the
scoreboard, but an aggravating
re-injury late in the three-set
match kept Hiraishi from making the winning shots. Velli
won the match 5-7, 6-4, 6-4.
"1 feel like my arm is going
to fall off," an emotionallydrained Hiraishi said after the
match. "1 injured my shoulder
in October and this was the
toughest match I’ve had since.
She scrambled for every ball, no
matter where 1 hit it. She got to
every one."
According to SJSU’s No. 8
seed Colleen Gleason, the Spartans had many changes in seedings due to challenge matches at
practices during the week. Long
Beach State’s Patty Yoo ruined
Patty Cornelius’ debut at the
No. I seed with a convincing 62, 6-1 win. No. 2 seed Julie
Williams was beaten by Monica
Davis 6-3. 6-2 while No. 3 seed
Flor Cadigal lost to Jenn Sauls-

photographer

Patty Cornelius shows intense frustration after hitting an unforced error against her Long Beach State opponent. Tuesday.

Men’s volleyball club spikes down San
Francisco State in three straight games
was unorganized and
team
"looked confused," Micheletti
said.
"And secondly, we overpowered them it was a
one-sided
ordeal."
Coach Don Petrilli said the team
started to take control in the first
game 15-4 and the other two after
that
giving all the players a
chance to play.
The Spartan’s are still in first
place (5-1) of the southern division
of the Northern California Collegiate Volleyball League, 8-2 over-

By Precy Correos
Daily staff writer

Ever have one of those days
when things go extremely smooth?
Days when nothing can possibly
go wrong? Well the SJSU men’s
volleyball club had one of those
days.
The club heat San Francisco
State in all three games at the
sports complex Tuesday night.
dominating the court 15-5, 15-4
and 15-5.
It was a pretty easy win according to team captain Brian Micheletti. For one thing the opposing

Spartan men netters
keep win streak alive
By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer

In preparation for the meet of
the season, the Spartan men’s tennis squad met St. Mary’s in Moraga on Tuesday and improved its
season record to 4-1 with a 7-2
win.
The match started out on a sour
note, as No. 1 seed Brian Eagle
fell to St. Mary’s Santi Tintore 75, 6-0. Spartan Coach John Hubbell said the score is a little deceiving, as almost every game went to
deuce before Tintore came up with

SPARTANS 7
ST. MARY’S 2
HIGHLIGHT: No. 6 seed
Mauricio Cordova won
his singles match 6-1, 6-2
over Gael Mark Miller.
the win.
"Brian had some good shots in
the late parts," Hubbell said. "It’s
tough playing in the No. 1 seed
every time. Had some of his early
shots been in, the match could easily have gone the other way."
Hubbell also praised Eagle’s
play in doubles.
Richard Beijer and Brandon
Coupe won their matches easily, in
the No. 2 and No. 3 seeds. respec-

tively. Beijer beat Steve Noel 6-2.
6-4 and Coupe stopped Greg Kobayashi 6-1,6-2.
Hubbell was especially pleased
in the play of Mauricio Cordova in
the No. 6 seed. Cordova played a
tough match, made the winners he
needed to and completed the Spartans’ dominance in the singles
matches with a 6-1, 6-2 win over
Mark Miller.
Dana Gill was successful in the
No. 4 seed over Tony Pett 6-4. 6-3
and Mike Askvig downed Mads
Bruun 6-1, 6-4.
The only other Spartan loss
Tuesday was in the No. 1 doubles
match, as Pintore and Bruun won a
close match over Coupe and Beijer
6-4, 7-5. Eagle and Askvig beat
Noel-Pett 2-6. 6-1, 6-4 in No. 2
doubles and Cordova-Gill worked
the tandem of Paul Campuzono
and Kobayashi all over the court 62,6-2.
The Spartans are getting into the
most difficult pan of the season,
according to Hubbell. Upcoming
matches include UCLA and Santa
Barbara.
Wednesday’s match
against UC-Berkeley was called
due to rain, and has been rescheduled for April 3 at 1:30 p.m. at
Cal. The match against USF originally scheduled for April 3 has
been moved to April 2.
SJSU’s win Tuesday was the
team’s fourth straight victory. St.
Mary’s record leveled out at 3-3.

Former Colts quarterback hits rock bottom
on their northern
County home.

BALTIMORE (AP) For- did not list his assets or debts.
mer Colts quarterback Johnny but Wooton said. "Johnny has
Unitas filed for bankruptcy after significant assets ... he just
the city of Baltimore refused to wants to go repay his investors
repay a portion of an outstanding without, say, losing his house. It
loan it had guaranteed, Unitas’ was a decision he thought about
for a considerable amount of
attorney said Tuesday.
Unitas. a member of the Pro time."
In 1984, Unitas and two partFootball Hall of Fame, filed for
protection from creditors under ners, J. Clark Powers and John
Chapter II on Friday. The filing Mass, borrowed $3.5 million to
allows an individual or corpora- buy National Circuits Inc., a protion to continue operating while ducer of printed circuit boards
in bankruptcy.
for computers, cars and telecomUnitas did so in order to "go munications equipment.
through an orderly repayment of
The business venture has
his creditors," attorney Jim struggled, and the bank has filed
attachments on Unitas’ checking
Wooton said,
Unitas’ bankruptcy petition and savings accounts and a lien

all. The team might be a little anxious about the upcoming game this
weekend against Fresno State and
San Luis Obispo, Petrilli said.
Apprehension over having lost
the last home game the team
played against San Luis Obispo
and because Fresno is in second
place for the southern division.
"It’s going to give us a real
good chance to improve," Mecheletti said. "Fresno’s a real tough
team but there’s a little bit of revenge because they beat us before."

Baltimore

Unitas joined the Colts in 1956
and led the team to NFL titles in
1958 and 1959. Considered by
many to the finest quarterback of
all time, he holds the NFL records for throwing touchdown
passes in consecutive games. He
retired in 1974.
Unitas has been involved recently with an investment team
headed by former Green Bay
Packer quarterback Bart Starr
that iinterested in owning an
NFL -apansion team in Baltimore. The NFL hopes to add two
teams by the 1993 season.
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a suspect originally from Milpitas,
room 320, to drink more beer.
After a few hours in room 320,
the four decided to move the couch
from the third-floor lounge to the
doorway of room 315 at the suggestion of the 22-year-old suspect.
The instigator, alledgedly as a
prank, wanted Lise to trip on the
couch as he left the room, the

Escondido, waited in room 320.
The witness staying with Conner went into the bathroom and
emerged two minutes later, she
From page I
told investigators, to find the
According to one of the other suscouch in front of the door.
pects, the main suspect, who
After blocking the door with the
turned 22 this month, allegedly
couch, the suspects reportedly ran
told him "don’t turn me in," the
back to room 320 to drink more
report said.
beer.
The main suspect also said to
The woman, a Washburn Hall
the same suspect that "If they die, I
resident at the time, then climbed
die." Investigators did not specu- The group began to
over the couch to enter the room,
late as to who "they" were, accord- drink and to inhale the
she told investigators, and tried to
ing to the report.
go back to sleep.
The main suspect reportedly nitrous oxide.
Twenty minutes later, while
disliked Marshall Lise, 23, one of
dozing off, the woman was jolted
the occupants of room 315, calling
awake by the sound of fire alarms,
him a "liar" and a "boob" on pre- report said.
When questioned by police, the she said. One of the occupants
vious occasions, and had spoke
frequently of his dislike for Lise, suspects said they were unsure of then went to the door, but didn’t
the other suspects said in the what time they moved the couch, open it because of the heat.
At that point, the report said,
but estimated that it was about 3
report.
Conner opened the window,
The four who participated in am.
Witnesses, however, said that pushed out the screen, and jumped.
moving the couch, and a fifth who
Conner fractured his ankle from
was reportedly unaware of the the couch was not in front of room
the impact, but encouraged the
after
5
am.
until
315
incident because he was asleep,
One witness who was staying in woman and Lise to follow him.
gathered in room 332 of Moulder’s
They did not, but stayed inside
west wing the night of Oct.18. The room 315 with the other resident,
and avoided the flames outside the
room was shared by a suspect Willie Conner, said that she left the
door until they were rescued by
described as wearing a blue base- room at 5:30 a.m. to use the
firefighters using ladders, the
ball cap and the person not impli- restroom directly across the hall.
report said.
cated in the couch moving, a stu- The witness told police and fire
Later that day investigators
dent from Amos. The group began investigators she saw four men,
to drink and to inhale the nitrous whom she could only identify as found out the identities of the five
white males, one with a blue base- students who were partying the
oxide, the report said.
carry the couch down the night before. During interviews
At approximately 2 a.m. the ball cap
with UPD, the four who are still
hallway.
four suspects left the room because
considered suspects admitted to
The suspects said that only three their involvement in the moving of
the Aptos resident told them he
wanted to sleep, the report said. of them carried the couch, while the couch, but all denied lighting
They then gathered in the room of another suspect, originally from it, the report said.

FIRE

Contrary to Lowe, University
Public Information Officer Lori
Stahl said that the student suspects
were not expelled. Stahl refused to
say why they left the university,
citing the Student Rights Act.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Dean Batt, whose office
handles expulsion, said "we could
not take any disciplinary action
since the students were not formally charged," adding he would not
say if the suspects were still
enrolled.
Fred Najjar, director of University Housing Services, said the
suspects "are no longer living in
the residence halls."
Admissions and records officials
said that they could not confirm
that the four suspects were still
enrolled at SJSU.
A secretary from the Boccardo

’We could not take any
disciplinary action
since the students were
not formally charged.’
Dean Batt,
Vice President of Student
Affairs
law firm who refused to be named
said that she believed seven SJSU
students are being represented by
the firm for claims against the state
due to the fire.
Jack Stein, the attorney from the

firm who is representing Brian
Young and Abdul Hakim Moquim,
the first two Moulder residents to
file claims, could not be reached to
confirm if five more students had
sought legal representation from
him.
Curt Soderlund, deputy executive officer of the State Board of
Control, could not confirm that
more students had filed claims.
He did say that Young and
Moquim’s claims "did come
through here (the State Board of
Control) and they were rejected
because the state has its own insurance policy."
A claim filed through the State
Board of Control begins the process for all state, county and city
law suits. A law suit can be filed
after 45 days if a claim has not
been accepted or denied.
Young. 18, was released in January from Valley Medical Center
after suffering from mostly upperbody burns covering over half his
body. He is currently recovering in
Honolulu at his parent’s home.
Moquim, 19, broke his back
after jumping from his third floor
window. Moquim was released
from San Jose Medical Center last
semester, and returned to his home
in Union City.
The rebuilding of Moulder
Hall’s east wing is scheduled to
begin Monday and end July 1,
Najjar said.
Amanda Heien contributed to
this report

Paid advertisement.

NAACP told
blacks to
follow King
SANTA ANA (AP) -NAACP executive direct’
Benjamin Hooks told black,
that it was senseless to hate
people because of their color.
"It’s stupid and foolish
and suicidal to hate people
because they’re white. As
Martin Luther King said.
’Let us not judge people by
the color of their skin but by
the content of their character." Hooks said Tuesday.
The leader of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
speaking at Rancho Santiago
College as part of Black History Month, also had words
for Orange County whites.
"Orange County has an
infamous reputation for racism and prejudice ... and
whether that’s deserved or
not, it’s going to change because the demographics of
the county are changing."
Hooks said.
Latest census figures shov%
only 1.6 percent of the
Orange County population is
black.
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know when Arneze will be and other Directors are
helping in whatever ways
able to return to the
they are able to.
University, only that he
We here in the office
will as soon as he is able
To all the students at
to. He has stated that if are still feeling positive
SJSU:
about the upcoming
he cannot return by
Well, first of all,
February 15, 1991, then semester and look
welcome back!! I hope
forward to being active
that each and every one of he will not attempt to
and available to serve
return this semester,
you had an enjoyable
you, the students here at
Winter Break. I hope
since an attempt to
San Jose State. Please let
that all of you are keeping return after that date
in mind that even with all would be detrimental to us know how we can best
the changes in the world his academic endeavors. serve you. That’s why
today, education is the
We, in the A.S. offices, are we’re here, to serve the
students’ best interests.
functioning in his
most important asset a
person can have. Try to
absence, although we do
Thank You,
miss his constant
focus at least some time
Kristi Nowak
on studies and classroom presence. The Board has
Acting Pres., A.S.
activities.
been a source of
Given that our country inspiration, and each of
is now at war, it would
them have been very
be unreasonable to expect supportive of me in my
VOTE ’91
struggle to meet the
that our effort to keep
DON’T FORGET TO
demands of both
our organization going.
VOTE
President and Vice
In the absence of
ON MARCH 13& 14 IN
President. Marci Pedazzi
Arneze Washington, I
FRONT OF
has taken over as Chair of
have become Acting
THE STUDENT UNION
the Board of Directors
President. We do not
AND LIBRARY FOR
A.S. ELECTIONS
Letter from
the President

HEY, GET INVOLVED!
The power of SJSU is in its students. There are over 40
committees on campus for you, and here are just some of them
Academic Fairness
Committee
Library Committee
Research Committee
International Programs and
Student Committee
Board of General Studies
Budget Committee
Public Safety Committee
Retention Advisory
Spartan Memorial
Election Board

Enrollment AdvisorCommittee
Intercultural Steering Committee
Judiciary Committee
Improvement of Instruction
Substance Abuse Committee
Affirmative Action
Homecoming Committee
Leisure Services
Student Honors
Undergraduate Studies
Campus Opinion Poll Committee

Apply now? Vole. your ron-ern., nd take an sod.. part In shapInelan
Nicole Launder
Call 924-5540
Director

Joe..

Nato?

of personnel

Do you have a legal
problem and don’t want to
go through the legal
hassles of long waiting
periods and high
expenses? Now you can get
quick, efficient, and
convenient counseling
from an attorney on
campus, Tuesdays from
12:30-400 p.m. sign up for
FREE legal counseling in
the A.S. Business Office, M F 8:30-4:30, Student Union
room 235. A refundable $10
deposit will be collected
when booking your
appointment and will be returned
after your 15 minute
session.

A.S. Business Office
Welcome! We are your
Associated Students
Business Office (ASBO).
We are here to serve
you!
ASBO is a service
organization for the
students of San Jose
State as easy and
convenient as possible
Remember, we are
your Associated
Students Business
Office, and we are gere
to serve you!

Your 1991 Officers’
’President
Amaze Washington
Vice Fresident
Kristi Nowak
’Controller
Jennie Reyes
Dir. of Academic Affairs
’Ilzdd Levering
Dir. of Business Affairs
Magdalena Aldana
Dir. or CSSA
Marci Pedrazzi
Dir. of Community Affairs
Blair Whitney
Dir. of Communications
.Damian Trujillo
Dir. of Ethnic Affairs
Xavier H. Soriano
Dir. of Intercultural Affairs
Lisa desai
Dir. of Non -Traditional
Minority Affairs
Barbell* Morgan- Lewis
Dir. Of Personnel
Nicole Launder
Dir. of Student Rights &
Responsibilities
Stephen Goodman
Dir. of Sponsored Programs
Don Brooks
Dir. or Student Services
Gina Sutherst

wdk/sr-r IK
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HOMECOMING CHAIR
The Search is on for the
1991 Homecoming Chair.
applications will he accepted
until March 11.
Pick up an application at
the AS. Office or contact
Nicole Launder,
Director of Personnel
at 924-6240

CONTROLLER’S CORNER
Hi everyone!
Don’t forget to pick up your
Special Allocations Packet in the
A.S. Offices. If your club or
organization would like the A.S. to
sponsor one of your events, get an
application and I’ll work with you
to see if we can help. We’re in the
3rd floor of the Student Union,

WprInFcrlay Night Cinpm-i
Mar. 6 Ghost
Mermaids*
Predator I&
Predator H*
Apr. 3 Dances with
Wolves
Apr. 10 Kindergarten
Cop
Apr. 17 Edward
Scissorhands
Apr. 24 Misery
May 1 Home Alone*
Mar. 13
Mar. 20

All films with (’)
to be shown in the
Student Union Ballroom
at 6 & 9pm.
The remaining films
will be shown in
Morris Daily Auditorium
at the same time!

ADMISSION STILL ONLY $2!

From the Editor...
A cloud loomed over San Jose State to
begin the Spring semester. First, with
the conflict abroad, later with the
passing away of one of our leaders, and
now with the call to active duty of our
A.S. President Arneze Washington,
whose return we await eagerly We feel
for each very much, hut this is a time
where we must reach deep in ourselves
to come out ahead_
We must realize that there are a lot
of good things to look forward to in the
very near future; things that you can
take part in We must combat the
apathy that exists and get involved
People are making decisions that affect
us at San Jose State. We must let
these people know how we feel
concerning these decisions, so make
your presence felt.
A.S elections are coming soon. This
would be a good place to voice our
concerns and ensure that the people we
feel are better qualified get your vote
lest year, only 2,000 students voted in
A.S. elections. Let’s change that
number to 30,000 this year A.S.
receives a portion of your fees, so get
your money’s worth! Good luck this
semester and keep your spirits up!
Damian Trujillo
Director of Communications

Who are the
Associated Students?
The Associated Students
(A.S.) was created when the
University was called the San
Jose Normal School and was
dedicated to the training of
teachers. The A.S. is an
auxiliary organization that
originated in 1898 when the
first Student Body
Government formed. Student
membership fees were first
paid on a voluntary basis in
1910. By 1952, the first
constitution was adopted and
in 1957, mandatory fees were
paid by all students. The
A.S. were incorporated in
1980 and the Student Council
became known as the Board
of Directors.
The A.S. Student
Government offers
matriculated students an
opportunity to participate in
many aspects of campus life.
Important decisions are made
by Board members that
involve students from many
organizations. Numerous
committees further encourage
student involvement in
academic and non-academic
activities on campus.
Whether you would like to
run for office, volunteer your
time for committee work, or
just attend a Board meeting,
the A.S. Student Government
welcomes everyone!
The Board meets every
Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. in an
open session in the Council
Chambers, located on the top
level of the Student Union

VOTE ’91
DON’T FORGET TO
VOTE
ON MARCH 13& 14 IN
FRONT OF
THE STUDENT UNION
AND LIBRARY FOR
A.S. ELECTIONS

Look
lin- your monthly
A.S.
newsletter.

Hey Spur-tans!
I would like to
welcome everyboy back to
school. I hope everybody
had an enjoyable
vacation.
The Asian Recruitment
Committee has been
meeting to set up this
year;s Asian Recruitment
Day for high school
students. Please contact
Jessie Yu (924-2514) for
more information. The
Raza day Committee, as
well as the Cinco de Mayo
Committee are currently
meeting for this years
events. Call me to see
how you can help (9246240).
Your Friend,
Xavier H. Soriano
Dir. of Ethinic Affairs

DON’T BE A ZOMBIE!
Applications for the 1991-92
AS. Program Board are now
being accepted for the
following positions:

Concert Director
Executive
Director
Films Director
Multi -cultural/
Classical Arts
Director
Performing Arts
Director
Marketing
Director
Publicity Director
Deadline for turning in
your application is
MARCH 18!

Pick up an application
at the A.S Office or contact
Nicole Launder, Dir. of Personii.1
924.6240

Dare to]
Looking for

of their color.
stupid and foolish
icidal to hate people
they’re white. As
Luther King said.
not judge people by
if of their skin but by
’tent of their characlooks said Tuesday.
eader of the National
,lion for the Advance if Colored People.
g at Rancho Santiago
as part of Black Hisinth. also had words
ige County whites.
nge County has an
Is reputation for riled prejudice ... and
thats deserved or
. going to change fiche demographics of
inty are changing."
aid.
census figures show
.6 percent of the
County population is

7ecause
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Vortex
vertigo

aid advertisement.

Stand-up
roller coaster
to thrill all.
Page 4

’Dance in
the
Works’
SJSU concert
features our
own student
dance artists.
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No show
for Sierra
snow
SJSU Ski Club
and resorts
upset over
paltry snowfall.
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Dare to Ride
Looking for a little a adventure? TheVortex may be what you’re looking for
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What’s going on for the weekend of Mar. 1
ON CAMPUS:
UC Berkeley lecturer Bharati Mukherjee will read from her book "Jasmine" tonight at 8 in the Music
Book reading
Concert Hall. Born in Calcutta, Mukherjee won the 1988 National Book Cntics Circle award for -The Middleman and
Other Stones." The program is free and open to the public.
Music Festival Jamison Marvin of Harvard University will serve as judge for the 21st Invitational Choral Festival on Friday at 2:30 p.m.
in the Music Concert Hall. Performances will be from invited high school and college choirs.
Dancing SJSU associate professor Fred Mathews co-directs the program as Dance in the Works will present dance pieces by six local
choreographers Saturday and Sunday. The group’s second performance of the year will feature SJSU dance major Jenny McAllister and
alumna Tammy de Jong -Todd at the Dance Studio in SPX 219.

Amanda Helen
Managing Editor/
Production
Mary Morello
Chief Photographer
Kevin Squires
Photo Editor
Sheltie Terry
Entertainment/ Features
Editor

SAN JOSE:
Bebob Express will be featured Friday night at Club Jazz on 55 South Market Street. On Saturday night, Club Jazz
atJazz
presents saxophone artist Leonard Webb and his band. Music on both nights starts at 8 p.m. and will go until midnight.
Club Oasis Free concert tickets to see Screaming Trees in the band’s Mar. 12 performance. Screaming Trees hails from Washington, one
hour east from the mythic Twin Peaks. Tonight, Club Oasis will also feature free haircuts by Debut Salon. No cover charge with a student
identification card.

MOVIES OPENING THIS WEEKEND:
"Shipwrecked" starring Stian Smestad and Trond Peter Stamso Munch in this Walt Disney Pictures’ film is the story of a
Swedish sailor’s son trying to save his family’s homestead.
Academy Award winning director Oliver Stone directs -The Doors," the biography of singer Jim Morrison. Val Kilmer and
Meg Ryan star in the movie about the legendary singer.
"Book of Love" opens Friday at the Meridian Quad in San Jose. About reliving the longings and lusts of a man’s teenage
years, the movie stars Chris Young and Keith Coogan. Michael McKean makes a special appearance.

NBC’s ’Cheers,’ movie
top television ratings
NEW YORK (API Here
are the prime -time tele% ision ratings as compiled by the A.C.
Nielsen Co. for the week of Feb.
18-24.
I. "Cheers," NBC.
2. NBC Monday Night Movie
"Love. Lies and Murder,
Part 2." NBC.
3. "CBS Sunday Movie
The Sea Will Tell. Part I .’

CBS
4. "60 Minutes." CBS.
5. "Grammy Awards," CBS
6. "Roseanne," ABC.
7. "Murphy Brown," CBS.
K. "Full House, ABC.
9. "America’s Funniest People." ABC.
10. "America’s Funniest
I Ionic Videos," ABC

k4) tOlU’S

CHINESE CUISINE- -FOOD TO GO
Mandarin St Szechuan Cuisine
’Box Lunches To Co
Lunch and Dinner
*Catering Available

I
Apier

Open Daily
or 998-9427
11:30-9.00pm 294-3303
Closed Mondays

131. E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!

Associated Students Program Board

executive director
marketing
publicity
Forums

the
A.S. office (Student Union third
floor ocross from the ballroom) or
contact Nicole Lounder(Director of
Personnel)
DEADLINE IS

Funded by
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS

MARCH 18

’1211f^7.17,‘::"’

H

4=4.ire
’
SI

Contributing Reporters
John Bessa, Robert
Drueckhammer, Andrew
Finkelman, Chris Lillie and
Fayc Wells
Contributing
Photographers
George Ortiz

Derek Smith
Advertising Director
Sandra Hutchins
Art Director
Wendy Fegette
Production Manager

Jessi Yu
Marketing Manager
Account Executives
Brad Detanna and Ralene
Matthias

for

films
performing arts
multicultural/classical
concerts

Pick upon applicohon pocket at

04924 6240

director positions

Kevin Weil
Copy Chief

,e$

Artists
Jennifer Herman, Paul
Smith and Eric Vidal

Cover photo:
Thrill seekers wanting to
ride Great America’s new
roller coaster. Vortex,
must face the 360-degree
challenge. But can they
stand it, standing up? The
Vortex opens March 9.
Publicity photo
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If you don’t read it, you won’t know!

George Orhz

Centerstage staff photographer

Senior dance major. Jelin
McAllister dance student practice a dance routine McAloatches Tammy de Jong-Todd, a graduate lister choreographed for her.

Program works to motivate
self-choreographed dances
By Faye Wells

Special to Camay Stip

SJSU dance major Jenny
McAllister teams with alumna
Tammy de Jong-Todd as Dance
in the Works presents dance
pieces by six Bay Area choreographers March 2 and 3.
Dance in the Works presents
its second concert this year to
"build an audience" for modem
dance and to encourage young
artists to choreograph short
works for performance and critique, according to Fred Mathews, SJSU associate professor
of dance and co-director of the
program.
"We are looking for the best
choreographers for presentation." he said. "We offer a free
place to perform before an audience." Participation can make a
young modem dancer’s career
grow, he said.
In addition to McAllister and
de Jong -Todd. Anthony Coray

of San Fraik.isco and his dancers
will perform the trio he created.
Tony Morris-Kramer will
dance to a solo he choreographed and another called
"Strange Hero." considered a
"classic in modern dance literature. Mathews said. Jean Elvin
of Los Altos Hills, Ney Fonseca
of San Francisco, and Esther
Aviva of Oakland will also perform solos they created.
After the performance. Gary
Masters, artistic director of New
York City’s De Limon Company. will moderate a forum for
choreographers and dancers.
The audience is also invited to
stay.
De Jong-Todd will perform
"Tiny Feet." a modern dance
solo McAllister created for her.
to music by Kate Bush and
Siouxie and the Banshees. De
Jong-Todd has danced the work
before and is fluid and flexible,
according to McAllister.

"I created this to show off her
hest movements," she said.
Trained in classical ballet.
McAllister took up modern
dance eight years ago, she said.
With her partner Donn Leach.
she choreographs works they
perform together. Modern dance
is more "accessible," she said.
"With classical you are tied
to a specific vocabulary. In
modern you can deviate from
classical movements, and that’s
what makes modem dance more
accessible," McAllister said.
the
recognize
"You
movement."
Although
McAllister has
asked de Jong -Todd to dance for
her, most young choreographers
perform their own dances.
according to Mathews.
"Choreographers at this stage
in a career are their most likely
instruments... said Mathews.
"Their body is the one the%
know will be at the rehearsal

Scott Glenn takes on new
character type in ’Lambs’
LOS NGELES (AP)
Actor Scott Glenn has long exuded a rugged. Texas image that
has landed him cowboy roles
aplenty. hut now he plays
against type in a convincing portrayal of an FBI agent in The
Silence of the Lambs "
"There is this perception out
here in Hollywood that I was
horn under a cactus in West
Texas with a Colt .45 in one
hand and a bottle of tequila in
the other." said the Pittsburgh

native who now lives in Montana.
’I suppose that’s because
did two movies. ’Urban C,
boy ’ and ’Silverado,
pushed a lot of buttons in peoplc .
Glenn portrays Jodie Foster’s
superior in "The Silence of the
Lambs." the psycho-thriller that
has placed No. I in the weekend
box office tally for the past ok,
weeks.

$1 DRINKS
WED -SAT
SUN FIL

11

10 pm
pm

NO COVER BEFORE 9PM
TONIGHT 2/28
$1 JELL--SHOOTERS
concert tix to:

FREE HAIRCUTS BY DEBUT SALON
NO COVER WITH STUDENT I.D.
SUNDAYS AT THE
M
$1 DRINKS TIL 11
NO COVER -DJ. JULIUS PAPP
AN1,11.41)
MAMMALIS
19 .AVM
iiiM IMHT
11.111411
AMP:MI:AN
"En
:1414 riS

5.CLEAri-V

&THE BROOM CRUISERS
; m-401979662 rAssssr Dooa

D0011811111 SHOW WM in IS ADS 111=0,-:

FREE PARKING ON 2ND ST BY NAIL GUARD BUILDING
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Can’t take ’Vortex’ ride sitting down
Great America presents its
new ride, ’Vortex’ which makes
roller coaster riders stand up
By Andrew Finkelman
Canter Stave staff writer
So your days are spent wandering from MacQuarie Hall to
the Business Clasrooms Building with an occasional brief stop
in the Pub.
Adventure, to you, means eating the new desserts they offer in
the dinning commons. You long
for that adrenaline rush that
makes you know your alive. but
bunging cord jumping or free

the hardcore thrill seakers.
"Besides being suspended
upside down there is not much
more that can be done with roller
coasters, said Lucy Unsworth,
Public Relations Representative
for Great America.
Passengers ride standing and
straddling bicycle-type seats,
with padded shoulder-harness
securing them four abreast per
coach. The ride has seven

’Great America’s roller coasters have always
been the centerpiece attractions. Solo add a
new coaster, especially one with the
magnitude of Vortex, is very exciting.’
Al
Weber,
general manager. Great America

George Ortiz

Above: The final touches are placed on Great
America’s new $5.5 million stand-up roller coaster.
Dubbed Vortex, this storm of twists and loops is the
largest single capital investment in the Santa Clara
theme park’s 15-year history. The ride features a 91.
foot lift, a 360-degree loop and a banking twist.
Below: Engineers look over an artist’s rendition of the
Swiss designed loops and twists of Vortex. Scheduled to
open Saturday, March 9, the ride is the only stand-up
roller coaster west of the Mississippi. Vortex will bring
the number of roller coasters at Great America to five.
Along with the new ride, Great America will be
introducing a new movie, Blue Planet, on their giant 70foot by %-foot 1MAX movie theater screen.

Publocity Photo

CenturStage photographer

fall sky diving is just a little too
much.
Then maybe you should check
out Great America’s new roller
coaster. the Vortex.
The Vortex, which opens at
Great America on March 9,
looks like all the other roller
coasters coming out these days.
There are Itiops. twists, drops
and turns. But the one thing that
makes this different. the one
thing that separates this roller
coaster from every other roller
coaster west of the Mississippi.
is that you stand up while riding.
The $5.5 million Swiss-designed ride should satisfx ex en

coaches per train and two trains
per ride. The quarter-mile
course features a four-story lift
with a subsequent drop, a 360degree loop, a tighter corkscrew
loop, and turns that are a few degrees short of being upside
down.
"Great
America’s
roller
coasters have always been the
centerpiece attractions, General Manger, Al Weber said in a
pre -released statement to the
public. "So to add new coaster,
especially one with the magnitude of Vortex . is Yen eXCIIing."

See Iurtex, page 5
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VORTEX
From page 4
This marks the fifth roller
coaster that Great America has
running at the park.
Great America makes it a hubbit of introducing a new product
every year. "It increases the entertainment value of the park, it
adds excitment. and helps to
keep the park fresh," Unsworth
said.
Although the ride is not open
yet. it is on schedule for opening.
day. The first person to ride the
coaster after the test runs will be
the general manager according
to Unsworth. Then the employees get to try it out, and then the
press is next.
In 1920. their were 2,(XX) roller coasters in the United States
By 197g, only 147 remained
Now, more than 10 years latei
because of the advent of steel
construction, there are over 190
coasters in the United States.
Although Great America is
billing this as the only stand-up
roller coaster west of the Mississippi it is not the first time this
type of coaster has been in Calilomia.Six Flags, which owns
Magic Mountain in the southern
part of this state, makes it a habit
of rotating their rides around to
different parks they own.
"Magic Mountain did have a
stand-up coaster a couple years
ago, but they moved it to some-

’Roseanne’
sticks up
for gays

Publicity Photo

Riders of a version of Great America’s new stand-up roller coaster, the Vortex
where
in
the
midwest,"
linsworth said.
Along with the new roller
coaster, Great America is debuting a new movie, Blue Planet.
on their giant 70-foot by 96-foot
IMAX movie theatre screen.

The film examines the planet
Earth, using footage taken during five different Space Shuttle
missions.
Great America is open weekends in the spring, March 9
through May 26 and daily during

the summer months. Admission
is $20.95, but group rates and
season passes are available. The
Santa Clara County Transit
Light Rail goes from downtown
San Jose directly to Great America.

NEW YORK (AP)
Expect
to see a homosexual character
soon on the hit television series
"Roseanne." but don’t expect a
e re, it v pical presentation of gay
itc. sass star Roseanne Barr.
When I do it on my show
and I will very soon I want it
to be a natural thing. I want to
show that gay characters aren’t
freaky, aren’t weird, and aren’t
all dying of AIDS." Barr says
in the March 12 issue of The
Advocate, a national magazine
for homosexuals.
Barr says she’s thinking
about a show in which her character’s husband, played by John
Goodman, discovers that one of
his beer-drinking buddies a
plumber --- is homosexual.
Homosexual characters have
appeared on a number of prime time series and daytime soap
operas. But the NBC series
"L.A. Law" on Feb. g showed
two women lawyers kissing.
which gas rights activists said
was the first lesbian kiss on a
netv,ork series

Ski resorts fall on hard times due to lack of snow
Itv Robert Drueckhammer
Special to Genes( Stage
Ski resorts throughout the
state got a small blessing when
.1 storm left up to three feet of
fresh snow on their slopes several weeks ago, but the blessing
quickly turned sour as v. arm
weather melted much 44 the
snow just as fast as it tell
The recent vs arming trend
that has sent skiers down the
hill in T-shirts and shorts has
also forced the closure of two
of the resorts that reopened just
a few weeks ago.
Both Mt Shasta Ski Park,
located on Highway g9, and
Fahoe Donner Ski Area, located on Highway KO. were
breed to close two weeks ago
when the snow melted off their
slopes. And Mt. Rose. at a high
base elevation of g.500 rect,
closed on Saturday due to a
lack of snow.
Even the SJSU Ski Club has
hit hard times. The club, which
had scheduled several trips fin
the Tahoe area this winter, has
been forced to deal with less
than ideal conditions in the
Sierra Nevada.
Amy Kaswen, treasurer for
the club, said that the club has

in business, but the area’s profits haven’t really risen very
We had scheduled four trips to Tahoe this
much.
winter, hut decided to cancel them after our
"It has cost us a lot of
money to run the snowmaking
first trip in December. ’
While we don’t
Amy Kaswen, equipment.
give exact figures out. I can tell
treasurer. San Jose Ski Club you that it has been expensive," Davis said.
lost several members because anyone else.
Davis also added that some
of the drought, and that several
Dodge Ridge, which has
skiers have been turned off by
trips have had to be cancelled teen closed since mid-January
reports saving how horrible
due to a lack of snow and par- due to a lack of snow, was hurt
conditions were.
ticipation.
even further when it received
"A lot of our skiers just
"We had scheduled four several inches of rain instead of haven’t skied this season betrips to Tahoe this winter, hut snow. At Homewood ski area
cause they are hearing rumors
decided to cancel them after in Lake Tahoe. only four about how terrible the condiour first trip in December. inches of the white stuff fell
tions are, which just aren’t
’there just wasn’t any snow, during the night hours, while
true." Davis said.
and people haven’t been inter- rain in the daytime washed
At Iron Mountain. which
ested in the trips anyway." away any hope to open the area
was fortunate enough to receive
this season.
Kaswen said.
several inches of new snow
Other ski areas, most of front a freak system that no one
Kaswen added that particinorth-facing
have
paghon in trips out of state is which
predicted two weeks ago. the
down as well, even though slopes. are saying the drought
drought has been a "double
many of those trips have had hasn’t really hurt their busiedged sword:* according to
ness.
enough snow.
Mike Seiler, the area’s marketAt Boreal ski area, which
"Our plans to go to Mt.
ing director
Bachelor for Spring Break, for now has a one to three foot
Even before the latest snowexample, have not gone as well base, snowmaking equipment
fall, which bought the resort’s
as we would have liked. People has kept the resort open since
base to 2 1,2 feet. Iron Mounjust aren’t joining the club," November I.
tain was running three or four
According to Earl Davis,
of its five chairlifts. After the
Kaswen said.
But some ski resorts have marketing director for Boreal.
last big storm left 23 to 30 new
inches of snow on its slopes,
found it harder to survive than the resort has seen an increase

the resort was able to open all
five of its chairs for several
days.
"It’s been great for us in
many ways. because we don’t
lose our snow as fast as other
resorts do. Because of that,
mans groups that hal been
scheduled to go to other resorts
decided to come to Iron Mountain instead," Seiler said.
Ski resorts, however, aren’t
the only ones having trouble
because ot the drought. Other
businesses, especially those
that feed oft ot skiers that come
U p to the Sierra in the winter,
have been facing extremely
harsh times this winter as well.
Bear River Lake Reson. on
Highway gfi, normally rems
snowmobiles and features cross
country skiing during the winter months. But this year. the
resort has had to revert to sum meninx: activities to increase
business.
"We haven’t been able to
rent out our snowmobiles since
the end of December, and because there is no snow business
has been very had," said Joyce
Gunther, the owner of the resort
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KSJS
90.7 FM
Top five lists for the
week of Feb. 25

RHYTHM WAVE
1. "LAMENT"
- RESIDENTS
2. ’LIZARD JOHNNY"
- MONSTER MAGNET
3. "HEADLESS"
- DIDJITS
4. ’TICK’
- WEEN
5. ’THE SKY IS FALLING
AND I WANT MY
MOMMY"
- JELLO BIAFRA WRH
No MEANS No

CREATIVE
SOURCE
1. "HOPE"
- RiCH MARGIIZA
2. -ALIA’
- CHICK COREA
AKOUSTIC BAND
3. ’A JA/2 SONG BOOK- HERB GELLER
4. ’MOOD SWING"
- T LA Viii
5. ’POST-MOTOWN BOP- BOBBY WATSON &
HORIZON

’Love on Ice’ can’t heat up demo tape

It .11)1111 litissa
Center Stage staff writer
Although they say they combine large amounts of raw energy and musical talent to make
their music. Portland based
Love on Ice fails to come across
with a track that shows this on
its recently recorded demo tape.
Released late January by Interscope records of Los Angeles.
the tape features four songs that
the hand recorded in its first sessiim in a recording studio, an lit

tented after the Chili Peppers’
style, although Love on Ice
added its own modifications to
the style in the form of lyrics
that sound like they were dubbed
in from a song considerably
slower. The hand should have
left this song out.
The last track on the demo
tape was in a similar style, only
with bits of Robert Plant’s
"000h w000h" sounds and Axl

Rose’s "ow wow’. sounds.
Kind of out of place with the
music, but easy to get used to
and pretty good.
Contrary to what Fleurant and
the news release said. Love on
Ice did not sound like the hyperactive, rip-roaring bunch that
they were made out to be. The
sound is good and is close to that
of other hands. but Love on Ice
added enough twists of its own

to make )nu forget that your listening to a Red Hot Chili Pepper
copy.

Flcurant said that the band
will probably schedule an appearance in the Bay Area after
its finishes recording the album
it is working on now. If the hand
turns out to be as energetic live
as claimed, then it would be
worth seeing.

RECORD*z=*
REVIEW
erscopc release said.
The tape shows that the hand
’s unafraid to take chances musically. especially through the frequent changes of tempo. In the
lead-off track entitled "one foot
in the grave." the hand starts of
with a moderate tempo. which
builds up to an average fast.
paced speed. but then drops
back down to a snail’s pace.
Since the lyrics are more or less
completely unintelligible, you
cannot tell why the change occurred.
The hand sounds like a cro,
between a variety of metal art1,1
and other similar sounds
"They’re into the Oregon/Washington metal scene." Lucinda
Fleurant of Interscope said.
"They wear the long shorts and
no shirts closer to the Chili
Peppers than Guns and Roses."
Fleurant said.
The Red Hot Chili Pepper’s
influence goes much farther than
just the hand’s attire, which becomes overly evident with the
third song on the track "backyard." This song sounds like the
Chili Peppers; fast, with a strong
and sharp beat, supplemented by
half-moaning.
half-screaming
vocals. This song was actually
good if you like this type of
music.
The track just before this entitled "sunshine" was also patcoupon

FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
ANY
16PIZ A
$3.00
OFF
140

$2.00 OFF APIg"
135W.Santa Clara St
280-0707
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Not good with any other offer
Expires March 14, 1991

THERE ARE THINGS
KNOWN AND
THINGS UNKNOWN
AND IN BETWEEN
ARE THE DOORS
JIM MORRISON
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Actor has new scope
after helicopter crash

Horoscope
for the week of Mar. 3

410,
ƒ11111111

Aries:

(Mar. 21 -Apr. 19) Caution - there is a reason
stuntmen (and women) aren’t famous, they’re not
around long enough to sign autographs. It sounds
bleak but it’s not, really the moon is new not full,
that only means stay long enough to enjoy. No
need to be hasty or foolish.

Taurus:

(Apr. 20-May 20) I know these rearrangements are tough for us bulls. Stable means still, but not
until Saturday when the dust settles will balance return. Chaos is enjoyable, try it.

(mini:

(May 2I -June 20) When you travel don’t forget those who follow. In a war -effort fund raiser a
fellow Gemini auctioned the hair on her head, that was 1918 this is 1991 - the message: bald
people burn easy. SCICILM out loud with joy but not in someone’s ear.

Canter:

(June 21 -July 22) Your week starts off weird but by the end what you actually think is normal is
the King of Strange just like a great program of the late livin Peaks. The dreaming all means
enjoy your coffee white it’s hot.

Leo:

(July 23 -Aug. 22) You’ll have the ability to watch the world spill its milk on the floor and then
calm the desire to lick it up while enjoying every drop. Some find this attractive, others cry
because it’s their milk.

t tri)))-

(Aug. 23 -Sept. 22) The late Roy Orbison would have been your ideal Virgo this week. He sang
like an angel, talked so softly but partied like a fraternity boy on Spring break, well rumors aside
the week’s events will bring out the wild side.
(Sept. 23-(ct 22) Our country’s favorite Libra, J.F.K., would have seen seized the opportunities
available this week. When nasty thoughts pedal their way into our brains - we must act on them
and then keep doing it until you get it right - enjoy, ma president did!

8corpio:

((Xi. 23 -Nov. 21) Hirohito and Hitler were both Scorpios but they aside from the negative they
thought they were doing the right thing. They attempted to do the hig "I- word Improve, and so
should you try it you’ll like it

.Sagitsarius:

(Nov. 22 Dix. 20, The world is your oyster. Thou shall not want a little combo -cliche or
motivation The area nearest to you is really all you need. If you carry too much, you shorten the

LOS ANGELES tAP)
Actor Kirk Douglas, sporting a
black eye and painful bruises
Iwo weeks after a helicopter
crash, said he has changed since
his brush with death.
"I have a whole different outlook on life," Douglas told
Daily Variety columnist Army
Archerd in an interview published Tuesday.
The 74-year-old actor was
aboard a helicopter that collided
Feb. 13 with a single-engine
plane at Santa Paula Airport. 50
miles northwest of Los Angeles.
Three people aboard the helicopter survived, but two men on
the plane were killed.
Douglas said all three men in
the helicopter would have died if
pilot Noel Blanc. the son of
’Bugs Bunny" cartoon voice
Mel Blanc, had crashed from 20
feet higher.
"We could not have survived." the actor said. Blanc,
52. was still hospitalized Tuesday at Santa Paula Memorial
COME

Hospital. where a nursing supervisor would only say he was stable and would remain for another week.
Douglas said he has little
memory of the crash.
"I was sitting there in back,
like a movie star, and all of a
sudden I wake up in the hospital." he said. "And the next
thing I know, they put me on a
gurney. and I’m back in another
helicopter (for a flight to CedarsSinai Medical Center)."
Douglas said he’s been deluged with flowers and notes
from well-wishers.
"I am very touched." Douglas said. "Even the emergency
doctor who attended to me in
Santa Paula sent a note, ’There’s
no bill. Thanks for so much
pleasure over all the years.’ "
Douglas has a few more chapters to complete on his new Random House novel "Secrets."
but his latest experience won’t
h. a part of it
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Capricorn:

(I)et 21 Jan 19) The scitril ark-s the visual without, one is vague and the other litrintless
rIca feMe1111X1 1114i a great t ttinbination solves a great problem.

Aquaria,

(Jan 20 ich hi Calm down, deep tweaths. I hate having to warn you hut your paranoia can br
LT1101111/ When fellow Aquarius Robert DeNint looked in the mirror in hut Iblver and said
-Ate you talking to me?" he was rust acting

Pi,crs

il.eb 19 Mar 20) I kilo all you birthday boys and girls. I’ve got good news. You’re in for
some changes, the old is trot, gone, over DROP IT! The new has actually been around but it’s
exy, funny, wildly satisfying and esai.tly what you’re looking for. When fellow Pisces Mick
Jagger screamed "I can’: get no saiisfai turn," he lied. Attempt what Mom would call crazy.
Brad Detanna CenterStage
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Located On Market St.
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SJSU’s Best
We want to give you another chance to name the best. This ballot will run
every Thursday, and the top choices will be featured in this semester’s last
issue of CenterStage. Write in your picks for the following categories, then
drop this list off at the Spartan Daily, Wahlquist Library North, room 104 or at
the Student Union information booth.
campus hangout class cleanest building deli sandwich drink Greek parties happy hour health club hot dog instructor local band night club parking spot radio station restaurant bargain restaurant to take a date spring break spot -

’Elixir’ enjoyable
for new and old fans
11 Chris Lillie
Center Stage staff wntar
"The Elixir of Love" provides a good introduction to
opera for those whose only previous operatic experience consists of "Kill da Wabbit."
now
playing
"Elixir,"
through March 9 at Opera San
Jose, offers a simple comedic
plot, costumes straight out of a
Disney parade and supertitles on
a screen above the stage so that
the audience can follow along in
English.
The result is a lively, entertaining story that charms both
new and veteran opera fans.
Composed by Gaetano Donizetti and written by Felice Romani in 1832, "Elixir" revolves
around the story of two peasants. The naive, clumsy Nemorino is hopelessly in love with
Adina, who delights in seducing
one lover after another and
whom the other peasants call an
"old vixen."
Without revealing too much
of the plot, the basic gist is this:
the arrival of the pompous Sergeant Belcore, who asks Adina
to marry him. prompts Nemorino to seek the "magic love
elixir" of a traveling doctor (and
con artist) named Dulcamata.
The rest of the opera follows
Nemonno’s struggle to win
Adina despite Belcore’s interference. her resistance and his own
incompetence.
For the most part, the charac-

ters seem believable. Eilana
Lappalainen convincingly portrays Adina as haughty, spiteful
but ultimately loving.
David Cox plays Belcore with
the bluster and pomp the role demands, and Dale Travis is crafty
as car salesman Doctor DU lea -

For the most part, the
characters seem
believable. Eilana
Lappalainen
convincingly portrays
Adina as haughty,
spiteful but ultimately
loving.
mara.
The only problem was Stephen Guggenheim. who seemed
too stiff, round and pitiful as Nemorino
kind of like Elmer
Fudd. It was hard to sec why
Adina even considered his advances.
Overall, "The Elixir of
Love" is a good ticket for anyone seeking a new form of entertainment. It provides a refreshing alternative to the routine of
movies, clubs and parties, if one
can afford the $18.50 price of
admission.

sporting event study area -

The African Awareness Month Planning Committee
& the Associated Students Program Board presents

sun sr)ot -

KWAME
TURE

tran.sponation to campus weekend activity -
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Join us for
Bible Study, Prayer & Fellowship
Friday, March 1, 7:30 pm
’ttritct ((l(1

(. I ’EA( "E.

Thursday, Feb. 28, 7am-12 Noon
Bible Study in the Chapel
tor more information
Call: Campus Pastor
Gary Aldrin
(415) 961 - 5781

R E A LI TY

T urs ay - Fe 28, 7pm
Student Union Ballroom
Thrust into the national headlines as
chairperson of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (S.N.C.C.) Kwame
has popularized the term "Black Power."
Kwame will be speaking on behalf of the
All-African People’s Revolutionary Party

for more info call 924-6261
qr 924-25,91 funded by the
Associated Students
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